Introduction {#s0001}
============

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and the insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF-1R) are frequently over-expressed receptor tyrosine kinases that show enhanced activation in a variety of human tumors. EGFR and IGF-1R contribute to tumor development and progression by enhancing cell proliferation, inhibiting apoptosis and inducing angiogenesis.[@cit0001] Both receptor tyrosine kinases mediate tumor growth via the PI3K-AKT and RAS-RAF-MAPK pathway, and cross-talk between EGFR and IGF-1R signaling was observed on receptor and downstream signaling levels. Interestingly, several preclinical and clinical studies demonstrated that IGF-1R signaling may induce resistance to EGFR inhibitors[@cit0003] and EGFR-dependent signaling can confer resistance to IGF-1R inhibitors.[@cit0005] Hence, targeting EGFR and IGF-1R simultaneously is a promising strategy to achieve enhanced tumor growth inhibition.

The first-generation EGFR kinase inhibitors erlotinib or gefitinib are routinely used in the clinic for treatment of tumor malignancies.[@cit0009] More recently, novel EGFR kinase inhibitors have been approved for cancer therapy, namely osimertinib (AZD9291) for patients with EGFR T790M mutation-positive metastatic non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC),[@cit0010] and afatinib, a covalent EGFR-HER2 multikinase inhibitor for treatment of (EGFR mutation positive) NSCLC.[@cit0011] Other (irreversible) EGFR kinase inhibitors are in late-stage clinical development, e.g., dacomitinib (PF-00299804), BI 1482694 (HM61713), rociletinib (CO-1686) (reviewed in ref.[@cit0013]). In addition, monoclonal antibodies such as cetuximab and panitumumab, which block the binding of intrinsic receptor ligands (e.g., EGF) to EGFR and inhibit uncontrolled growth of tumor cells are applied in clinical practice.[@cit0015] Recently, the novel IgG1 isotype EGFR antibody necitumumab[@cit0017] was approved for the treatment of metastatic NSCLC. In order to enhance the immune effector function, glycoengineered EGFR antibodies such as imgatuzumab (GA201)[@cit0020] and CetuGEX, a glycoengineered version of cetuximab, have been developed and have been or are in clinical trials. Imgatuzumab is not in active clinical development based on the negative outcome of a Phase 2 trial where it was compared to cetuximab in combination with FOLFIRI in metastatic colorectal cancer.[@cit0024] As an alternative approach, a synergistic combination of EGFR antibodies, SYM004, is currently in clinical development.[@cit0025]

Several monoclonal antibodies targeting IGF-1R, such as R1507 (teprotumumab),[@cit0027] figitumumab (CP-751871),[@cit0029] ganitumab (AMG479),[@cit0033] dalotuzumab (MK-0646)[@cit0036] or cixutumumab (IMC-A12)[@cit0039] entered late-stage clinical development in combination with different chemotherapeutic drugs, (EGFR) kinase inhibitors or antibodies, but are no longer in development due to limited/lack of efficacy in these clinical trials (reviewed in ref. [@cit0042]). Particularly, clinical development of R1507 is not being pursued based on its limited clinical efficacy in sarcoma[@cit0045] and a Phase 2 study in NSCLC in combination with erlotinib.[@cit0046]

Based on the clinical results with monospecific receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) antibodies such as trastuzumab or cetuximab, the generation of bispecific RTK antibodies has attracted high interest. Several bispecific antibodies recently entered, or are about to enter, clinical trials, including: 1) MM-141, a bispecific antibody against IGF-1R and HER3, is currently in clinical development;[@cit0047] 2) a bispecific, dual action Fab (DAF)-based IgG antibody recognizing EGFR and HER3 simultaneously has been studied in clinical trials;[@cit0048] and 3) bispecific c-Met-EGFR antibodies.[@cit0051] In addition, we and others have described novel tri- and tetraspecific antibodies targeting oncogenic RTKs.[@cit0053]

Taken together, clinical testing of IGF-1R and EGFR-targeted therapeutic antibody combinations focused on the treatment of lung or colorectal cancer resulted in discouraging results.[@cit0036] Heterogeneity with regard to mutational status and signaling pathways, e.g., in colorectal cancer, requires a clear hypothesis for patient selection to detect the clinical efficacy of combined EGFR and IGF-1R inhibition. Despite the negative outcome of these clinical studies investigating IGF-1R/EGFR combination therapy, innovative drug design such as combining potent signaling inhibition and enhanced engagement of immune effector functions through glycoengineering of the Fc region in a bispecific IGF-1R/EGFR antibody may help to overcome primary and secondary resistance mechanisms, and holds the potential for successful tumor therapy. Afucosylation or glycoengineering of therapeutic antibodies leads to an approximately 100-fold increase in the affinity to FcγRIIIa receptors and subsequently to an increase in cell death via antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC).[@cit0020]

We previously described the glycoengineered bispecific antibody XGFR, which was generated using the "knobs-into-holes" (KiH) technology for heterodimerization of an EGFR binding heavy and light chain and an IGF-1R binding scFab heavy chain.[@cit0057] Here, we describe the highly improved molecule XGFR\* derived from the parental molecules anti-EGFR imgatuzumab (GA201)[@cit0020] and an affinity-matured version of anti- IGF-1R R1507.[@cit0027] XGFR\* was optimized for maximal monovalent IGF-1R/EGFR signaling inhibition in cells with heterogeneous receptor expression and increased stability to thermal and oxidative stress. It was produced in a stable Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) production cell line at high yields and characterized for product quality. Our results show that XGFR\* allowed effective inhibition of key signaling pathways combined with optimal induction of ADCC through Fc receptor-mediated effector functions in vitro, resulting in potent anti-tumoral efficacy in the orthotopic MiaPaCa-2 pancreatic xenograft model.

Results {#s0002}
=======

Design of "one armed scFab" bispecific antibodies XGFR and XGFR\* targeting EGFR and IGF-1R simultaneously {#s0002-0001}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

XGFR ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) is a bispecific antibody with an EGFR binding arm composed of the imgatuzumab (GA201) light and heavy chain and a second IGF-1R binding arm based on a single chain Fab-fragment (scFab) of R1507 with the light chain attached to the N-terminus of the VH domain by a 32 amino acid glycine serine linker to form the second heavy chain.[@cit0057] Heterodimerization of the 2 heavy chains in the molecule was achieved by application of the KiH technology.[@cit0058] The "knob" mutation (T366W) was introduced into the CH3 domain of the imgatuzumab heavy chain, and 3 "hole" mutations (T366S, L368A, and Y407V) were introduced into the CH3 domain of the scFab heavy chain of R1507. In addition, 2 cysteine residues were introduced (S354C on the "knob" and Y349C on the "hole" side) to form a stabilizing disulfide bridge. In the complementarity-determining regions (CDR) of XGFR\*, the CDR2 and CDR3 domains of the VL of the single chain Fab were exchanged by affinity maturation of R1507 to F13B5. The F13B5 light chain variable region contains a W94Y mutation in the CDR3 domain and an aspartic acid residue in the CDR2 domain was deleted ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). The CDR1 domain of the variable light chain and all CDR domains of the variable heavy chain of R1507 and F13B5 are identical. Figure 1.Design of XGFR and XGFR\* bispecific antibodies. Schematic diagram of the IGF-1R/EGFR bispecific antibodies XGFR and XGFR\*. The bispecific antibodies consist of a human IgG1 heavy and light chain with specificity for EGFR based on the parental antibody GA201 (red and yellow) and a single chain Fab with specificity for IGF-1R derived from the antibody R1507 (blue and light blue) for XGFR and an affinity-matured R1507 (F13B5) for XGFR\* (blue and pink). The R1507 or F13B5 light chains were fused by a 32 amino acid (G~4~S)~6~GG linker (green) to the N-terminus of the R1507 VH domain. Dimerization of the 2 different heavy chains in the XGFR antibody was facilitated by the knob-into-hole mutations (light gray) in the CH3 domain and an additional disulfide bond. Table 1.Sequence analysis of light chain variable domain complementarity-determining regions.CloneV~L~ CDR1V~L~ CDR2V~L~ CDR3R1507ASQSVSSYLAWYIYDASKRAQQRSKWPPWTFGF13B5ASQSVSSYLAWYIY\*ASKRAQQRSKYPPWTFG

Affinity maturation of anti IGF-1R antibody R1507 {#s0002-0002}
-------------------------------------------------

Affinity maturation libraries were constructed on the basis of the R1507 Fab-fragment with randomized positions in CDR1 (residues 30, 31, 32, 34 according to Kabat numbering scheme) and CDR2 (residues 50, 51, 52, 53) of the light chain variable domain (R1507 VL library) and randomized positions in CDR1 (residues 31, 32, 33, 34, 35) and CDR2 (residues 50, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58) of the heavy chain variable domain (R1507 VH library). Phagemid vectors carrying the randomized Fab libraries were transformed into competent *E. coli* TG1 cells to obtain final library sizes of 1.4 × 10^10^ for the R1507 VL library and 8.7 × 10^9^ for the R1507 VH library with 65.3% and 73% functional clones.

Selections against the extracellular domains of human or cynomolgus IGF-1R were carried out using a pool of purified R1507 VL and VH library phages. Three different selection strategies were used: 1) decrease of antigen concentration over subsequent rounds of bio-panning (ranging from 10 nM in the first selection round down to 0.8 nM in the third to fifth selection round); 2) competitive selection by addition of parental IgG R1507 at 10-fold antigen concentration or by addition of 1 µM non-biotinylated human IGF-1R to the binding reactions (only in rounds where biotinylated cynomolgus IGF-1R was used as target); or 3) off-rate selections by allowing dissociation of phage antibody antigen complexes for either 3 hours or 3 d. Selections were carried out by either using only human or only cynomolgus IGF-1R during subsequent selection rounds or alternating between these 2 species to avoid affinity-maturation toward one species only. Selection outputs from bio-panning rounds 2 -- 5 were screened by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to identify clones with superior kinetic rate constants and affinity compared to the parental antibody R1507.

The affinity maturation of the IGF-1R antigen binding site and subsequent selection resulted in 5 clones F13B5, L37F7, L39D7, L31D11 and L31D7 with K~D~ values between 1.47 × 10^−9^ and 2.69 × 10^−10^ M ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). The binding affinity to human IGF-1R of CDR-modified Fab fragments in comparison with the parental Fab fragment R1507 (K~D~ = 1.83 × 10^−8^ M) was increased 12 -- 68 fold by affinity maturation ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). The affinity-matured Fab fragments showed an approximately 10-fold increased dissociation rate constant (k~d~), which leads to prolonged binding to the human extracellular IGF-1R domain ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). All identified clones were cross reactive to cynomolgus IGF-1R. Based on the results of an in silico oxidation hot spot analysis, the F13B5 Fab fragment was selected for construction of the XGFR\* molecule. The W94Y mutation in the CDR3 domain of F13B5 leads to removal of the tryptophan amino acid in the parental antibody R1507 in this position, which was identified as an oxidation hotspot and is still present in the affinity-matured clones L31D7 and L31D11. Figure 2.Surface plasmon resonance analysis of R1507 affinity maturation. Kinetic rate constants k~a~ and k~d~ as well as affinity (K~D~) of affinity-matured Fab fragments were measured by SPR using a ProteOn XPR36 (BioRad) instrument at 25°C. An anti-Fab capture antibody was immobilized on a GLM chip to capture purified Fab fragments of affinity-matured clones and a R1507 control Fab. In a one-shot kinetic assay set-up , human IGF-1R was injected as analyte with an association time of 200s and a dissociation time of 600s in a 3-fold dilution series ranging from 33--0.4 nM. Association and dissociation rates were calculated using a simple 1:1 Langmuir binding model. Table 2.Surface plasmon resonance analysis of R1507 affinity maturation. Kinetic rate constants ka and k~d~ as well as affinity (K~D~) of affinity-matured Fab fragments were measured by SPR.ClonesAnalyteka (1/Ms)k~d~ (1/s)K~D~ (M)F13B5hu IGF-1R1.70E + 052.50E-041.47E-09L37F7hu IGF-1R2.32E + 052.37E-041.02E-09L39D7hu IGF-1R3.51E + 052.70E-047.69E-10L31D11hu IGF-1R5.71E + 051.53E-042.69E-10L31D7hu IGF-1R5.23E + 055.38E-041.03E-09R1507hu IGF-1R1.53E + 052.71E-031.8E-08[^2]

Expression and purification of XGFR\* {#s0002-0003}
-------------------------------------

For initial experiments, the bispecific antibodies XGFR\* and XGFR were produced by transient expression in HEK293 cells. XGFR\* was purified to homogeneity by protein A and hydroxyapatite chromatography from cell culture supernatants and subjected to CE-SDS and SDS-PAGE analysis under non-reducing and reducing conditions ([Figs. 3A and B](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Reduced CE-SDS analysis of XGFR\* showed 92.3 kDa F13B5 scFab heavy chain (hole), 59.2 kDa GA201 heavy chain and 26.3 kDa light chain peaks ([Fig. 3A](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Under non-reducing conditions, a molecular weight of 157.7 kDa was measured by CE-SDS, indicating glycosylation of XGFR\* in HEK293 cells. Upon transient expression, purification yields of the bispecific antibody XGFR\* (37.7 mg/L) were increased 1.8-fold in comparison with XGFR, which gave a final yield of 20.6 mg/L after Protein A and SEC purification ([Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}). The product quality of purified XGFR\* was further analyzed by analytical size exclusion chromatography and mass spectroscopy (MS) analysis. Analytical size exclusion chromatography showed XGFR\* purity of \>98% with low levels of high molecular weight aggregates ([Fig. 3C](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). The high product quality of purified XGFR\* was confirmed by MS analysis and no KiH antibody byproducts such as hole-hole and knob-knob heavy chain homodimers or half antibodies lacking a knob or hole heavy chain were detectable. Figure 3.Biochemical and biophysical analysis of purified XGFR\*. (A) Purity, antibody integrity and molecular weight of XGFR\* was characterized by CE-SDS and (B) SDS-PAGE under reducing and non-reducing conditions. (C) Analytical size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used to estimate the presence of aggregates in the one arm scFab XGFR\* molecule after protein A and Hydroxyapatite purification. The chromatogram represents a 20 µg injection. Table 3.Protein purification yield of XGFR\* and XGFR.Transient HEK293 ExpressionPurification Yield  Protein A (mg/L)Hydroxyapatite (mg/L)XGFR\*56.637.7 Protein A (mg/L)SEC (mg/L)XGFR24.020.6

Generation of stable XGFR\* expressing CHO cell lines {#s0002-0004}
-----------------------------------------------------

For further clinical development, the manufacturing scalability of XGFR\* was evaluated in CHO cells. GA201 knob heavy and light chain and the F13B5 OAscFAb hole heavy chain, as well as recombinant β-1,4-N-acety[l]{.smallcaps}-glucosaminyltransferase III and Golgi α-mannosidase II, were over expressed in CHO K1 cells using a glutamine synthetase expression system. Several stable production CHO clones with yields of 2--3 g/L and afucosylation levels above 70% were identified, allowing for large-scale production of the XGFR\* bispecific antibody.

SPR analysis of the XGFR\* binding affinities to IGF-1R and EGFR {#s0002-0005}
----------------------------------------------------------------

SPR analysis was used to determine the association (ka) and dissociation rate constants (k~d~), as well as equilibrium constants (K~D~), of the bispecific antibodies at 37°C. XGFR\* or XGFR were captured by an anti-human IgG-Fc antibody on the chip surface and increasing concentrations of either EGFR or IGF-1R receptor extracellular domains were injected. As expected, XGFR and XGFR\* bispecific molecules bound to EGFR with an identical low nanomolar K~D~ value of 6.4 nM ([Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}). The parental antibody GA201 showed a K~D~ value of 3.0 nM in the control experiment. Binding to the IGF-1R extracellular domain was measured on a C1-Chip with low ligand density to achieve monovalent binding of the IGF1R dimer. Under these experimental conditions, the binding affinities of the R1507 (XGFR) and F13B5 (XGFR\*) scFabs were determined as 3.9 and 0.18 nM, respectively ([Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). A K~D~ value of 5.0 nM was determined for the parental control antibody R1507. The half-life (t~1/2~) of the IGF-1R/antibody complex increased from 2.4 minutes for XGFR to 28.4 minutes for XGFR\* and clearly demonstrates the superior binding properties of the affinity-matured molecule. In addition, XGFR lost approximately 50% IGF-1R binding activity in SPR analysis upon 10 d incubation at 40°C under oxidative stress compared to a sample stored at −80°C. In contrast, XGFR\* did not show any loss of IGF-1R binding levels when incubated for 10 d at 40°C under oxidative stress, due to the removal of the oxidation hotspot W94Y in the CDR3 domain of the F13B5 scFab. Table 4.Surface plasmon resonance analysis of bispecific antibody binding affinity to human EGFR.CompoundAnalytek~a~ \[M^−1^ s^−1^\]k~d~ \[s^−1^\]K~D~ \[M\]XGFRhuEGFR7.3E + 044.6E-046.4E-09XGFR\*huEGFR7.6E + 044.9E-046.4E-09 Table 5.Surface plasmon resonance analysis of bispecific antibody binding affinity to human IGF-1R.CompoundAnalytek~a~ \[M^−1^ s^−1^\]k~d~ \[s^−1^\]K~D~ \[M\]XGFRhuIGF-1R1.2E+064.9E-033.9E-09XGFR\*huIGF-1R2.2E+064.1E-041.8E-10

Competitive fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis of the XGFR\* binding to tumor cells {#s0002-0006}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For competitive fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis, tumor cells were incubated with a mixture of phycoerythrin (PE)-labeled monospecific IGF-1R antibody R1507 at 1 μg/ml and varying concentrations of unlabeled IGF-1R/EGFR bispecific antibodies, monospecific R1507 antibody or Fab fragment. Bivalent antibody binding to human adenocarcinoma alveolar basal epithelial A549 cells, which express EGFR and IGF-1R receptors, was similar for XGFR, XGFR\* and R1507, with inhibition of PE- labeled R1507 antibody binding at IC50 values of approximately 1.0 nM in competitive FACS analysis ([Fig. 4A](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Here, binding of the EGFR binding arm with a relatively slow dissociation rate compensates the fast off-rate of the IGF-1R binding arm in the XGFR molecule, whereas monovalent binding of the R1507 Fab molecule was approximately 34 fold reduced compared to bivalent R1507 binding to IGF-1R ([Fig. 4A](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). A similar effect was found, when binding to cells expressing IGF-1R in absence of EGFR such as the Ewing´s sarcoma cell line TC-71 was analyzed. XGFR and the R1507 Fab fragment exhibited approximately 10-fold reduced binding to TC71cells compared to the bivalent antibody R1507 ([Fig. 4B](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the affinity-matured molecule XGFR\* with a F13B5 scFab as the IGF-1R binding component showed strongly improved binding to cells expressing IGF-1R in the absence of EGFR and an IC50 value in the low nanomolar range similar to the R1507 bivalent antibody ([Fig. 4B](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Tumor cell binding and IGF-1R phosphorylation inhibition of XGFR\*. (A) Competitive FACS analysis of bispecific constructs XGFR and XGFR\*, bivalent IGF-1R antibody R1507 and monovalent R1507 Fab fragment on A549 cells with surface expression of IGF-1R and EGFR and (B) TC-71 cells with surface expression of IGF-1R in absence of EGFR. (C) Inhibition of IGF-1R phosphorylation of XGFR, XGFR\* and parental control antibody mixture R1507/GA201 in A549 and (D) TC-71 cells. Titration curves in the indicated concentration range and IC50 values are shown.

XGFR\* inhibits IGF-1R/EGFR dependent signaling and tumor cell proliferation {#s0002-0007}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

XGFR\* effectively inhibited IGF-1R phosphorylation in A549 cells expressing similar levels of IGF-1R and EGFR with an IC50 value of 0.10 nM and a maximal inhibition level of approximately 95% ([Fig. 4C](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). The parental antibody mixture R1507/GA201 and XGFR showed lower maximal inhibition and IC50 values of 0.51 nM and 0.21 nM, respectively ([Fig. 4C](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Inhibition of EGFR phosphorylation in A549 cells mediated by XGFR\* was comparable to XGFR with a maximal inhibition of 100% and IC50 values of 0.2 nM (data not shown). IGF-1R phosphorylation inhibition of XGFR\* (IC50: 0.08 nM) was improved 25 fold compared to XGFR (IC50: 2 nM) in TC71 cells, which express only IGF-1R in the absence of EGFR ([Fig. 4D](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). The affinity-matured XGFR\* molecule induced IGF-1R phosphorylation inhibition in TC71 cells at a similar level as the R1507/GA201 antibody mixture ([Fig. 4D](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Tumor growth inhibition of XGFR\* was analyzed in a 3D cell viability assay and IC50 values of 0.10 nM for inhibition of A549 cells and 0.04 nM for inhibition of Ewing´s sarcoma cell line RD-ES growth were found ([Figs. 5A and B](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). XGFR\* mediated tumor growth inhibition of RD-ES cells with expression of IGF-1R without detectable EGFR levels was 17.5-fold improved over XGFR and similar to the R1507/GA201 antibody mixture ([Fig. 5B](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, improved binding of XGFR\* resulted in increased inhibition of IGF-1R signaling and growth inhibition of tumor cells with expression of IGF-1R in the absence of EGFR receptors. Figure 5.XGFR\* mediated inhibition of A549 and RD-ES cell proliferation. (A) A549 and (B) RD-ES tumor cells were seeded in poly-HEMA coated plates with increasing concentrations of bispecific antibodies XGFR and XGFR\* or parental control antibody mixture R1507/GA201 and incubated for 7 d. Cell viability was measured by luminescence after addition of CellTiter Glo reagent. Titration curves in the indicated concentration range and IC50 values are depicted in the table. At least 2 independent data sets with comparable results were obtained.

ADCC activity mediated by XGFR\* {#s0002-0008}
--------------------------------

We previously demonstrated that the bivalent IGF-1R antibody R1507 induces IGF-1R internalization and subsequent receptor degradation in the endosomal-lysosomal cell compartment.[@cit0057] IGF-1R levels in lysates of A549 cells treated with XGFR\* were approximately 80% of untreated controls, whereas treatment with the parental IGF-1R antibody R1507 induced receptor degradation to levels of 13.0% after 24 hours (data not shown). Reduced IGF-1R internalization and degradation was found as a unique property of the heterodimeric monovalent IGF-1R/EGFR antibody format, which allows prolonged accessibility of the target antigen and the therapeutic antibody on the cell surface. Hence, the Fc portion of the IgG1 backbone of XGFR\* was glycoengineered to enhance Fc receptor-mediated, antibody-dependent effector functions. The resulting afucosylated XGFR\* bispecific antibody showed strongly increased cytotoxicity on human lung cancer H460M2 cells compared to the non-glycoengineered wildtype version XGFR\*-wt using primary human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) as effector cells at an E:T ratio of 25:1 ([Fig. 6A](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). ADCC activity relative to the afucosylated parental antibodies R7072 (glycoengineered version of R1507) and GA201 combination was also analyzed with TC71 target cells and human PBMC effector cells. XGFR\* showed a highly potent IC50 of 10 pM and a maximal killing efficiency of 45%, which was slightly superior to the combination of the parental antibodies ([Fig. 6B](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 6.Antibody-dependent cell-meditated cytotoxicity mediated by XGFR\*. (A) Induction of in vitro ADCC on H460M2 cells by glycoengineered affinity matured antibody XGFR\*. A non-glycoengineered XGFR\* antibody was included as control. (B) Induction of in vitro ADCC on TC-71 cells by glycoengineered bispecific antibody XGFR\* and parental antibody control mixture R7072/GA201. Tumor cells were seeded in 96-well plates with various antibody concentrations and human PBMC were added at an effector to target ratio E:T of 25:1. Plates were incubated for 4 hours at 37°C, 5% CO2. Cytotoxicity was measured using the LDH Cytotoxicity Detection Kit or the xCelligence system. At least 2 independent data sets with comparable results were obtained. Data points surrounded by square were excluded for curve fitting.

Pancreatic cancer cell lines frequently co-express IGF-1R and EGFR and are sensitive to XGFR\* inhibition in vitro {#s0002-0009}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A panel of 8 pancreatic carcinoma and 13 colorectal carcinoma cell lines was analyzed by flow cytometry for surface expression of EGFR and IGF-1R. Co-expression of both receptors on the cell surface was found in all pancreatic cancer cell lines and in 12 of 13 colorectal cancer cell lines, with SW620 cells showing only IGF-1R expression as an exception ([Fig. 7](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). In general, the level of IGF-1R and EGFR expression was higher in pancreatic compared to colorectal carcinoma cell lines ([Fig. 7](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether differences in tumor types have an influence on the response to XGFR treatment, 9 pancreatic cancer (PAC) and 13 colorectal cancer (CRC) cell lines were analyzed using an in vitro 3D cell viability assay. Cell lines exhibiting at least 50% inhibition of cell viability by XGFR at 200 nM compared to vehicle control after 5 to 7 d were defined as XGFR-sensitive. While only 31% of CRC cell lines (4 of 13) were responsive to XGFR, 67% of PAC cell lines (6 of 9) responded, indicating higher sensitivity to XGFR treatment in pancreatic carcinoma compared to colorectal carcinoma in the cell lines tested ([Fig. 8](#f0008){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 7.FACS Analysis of IGF-1R and EGFR expression on pancreatic and colorectal carcinoma cell lines. Human pancreatic and colorectal carcinoma tumor cells were incubated with 10µg/ml of phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated EGFR or IGF-1R antibodies and subjected to FACS analysis using a FACS Canto II. The number of antibodies bound per cell was determined using a Phycoerythrin Fluorescence Quantification Kit and receptor density per cell was calculated. Figure 8.Responsiveness of pancreatic cancer and colorectal cancer cell lines to XGFR\* viability inhibition in 3D cellular proliferation assay. Maximal inhibition of cell viability by XGFR\* at a concentration of 200 nM in a 3D cellular proliferation assay assessing tumor cell growth after 5--7 d of incubation with a panel of colorectal and pancreatic carcinoma cell lines. Responsiveness was defined as \>50% inhibition of cell viability compared to control for each cell line. Mean values of at least 3 independent data sets are shown.

In vivo evaluation in pancreatic cancer xenograft model {#s0002-0010}
-------------------------------------------------------

As expected for an IgG-like bispecific antibody, XGFR\* showed IgG-like pharmacokinetics in the mouse (data not shown). Based on the in vitro data described above, the in vivo anti-tumor efficacy of XGFR\* was assessed in the orthotopic MiaPaCa2 pancreatic cancer xenograft model in SCID mice, which enables assessment of the tri-functional mechanism of action: ADCC, EGFR and IGF-1R inhibition in vivo. MiaPaCa2-derived pancreatic tumors were found to have high levels of EGFR and IGF-1R expression ([Fig. 9A](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}). We chose to compare XGFR\* to XGFR, the identical non-glycoengineered wildtype version of XGFR\*, as well as cetuximab, an approved anti-EGFR antibody, and AMG479\*, an in-house generated version of anti-IGF-1R ganitumab, and the combination therof. Intriguingly, growth and tumor weights at termination of orthotopic MiaPaCa2 xenografts was almost completely inhibited at study termination by XGFR\*, with 99% tumor growth inhibition and a significant number of complete tumor remissions observed compared to vehicle control. Notably, no pancreatic tumor was detectable in 10 of 15 XGFR\* treated animals ([Fig. 9B](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 6](#t0006){ref-type="table"}). Treatment with XGFR\*-wt, a non-glycoengineered wildtype version of XGFR\*, also resulted in strong tumor growth inhibition compared to vehicle control (90% tumor growth inhibition); however, in 13 of 15 animals treated with XGFR\*-wt tumor tissue was still detectable, indicating that Fc-receptor mediated immune effector functions may have contributed to in vivo efficacy. In contrast to this, the combination of cetuximab and AMG479\*, the re-synthesized version of ganitumab, dosed at equimolar concentration, was significantly less efficacious, with only 77% tumor growth inhibition and all mice (15/15) still bearing tumors at study termination. Monotherapy with either cetuximab or AMG479\* resulted only in 62% and 41% tumor growth inhibition, respectively, in comparison to the vehicle control group. Thus, each monotherapy alone was less efficacious compared to EGFR/IGF-1R-targeting combination therapy, indicating that both EGFR and IGF-1R inhibition contribute to efficacy in the MiaPaCa2 model. Interestingly, several human colorectal carcinoma models (KM12, Colo205, DLD-1) showed no or minimal sensitivity to IGF-1R/EGFR targeting antibodies, confirming the non-responsiveness of colorectal cancer cell lines observed in the in vitro screening assay (data not shown). Figure 9.XGFR\* in vivo efficacy in human orthotopic MiaPaCa-2 pancreatic carcinoma mouse model. A, Representative example of IGF-1R and EGFR expression in human MiaPaCa-2 pancreatic tumor xenografts grown in SCID mice as detected by immuno-histological staining. B, Tumor weight at termination after treatment with XGFR\* and XGFR in comparison to conventional EGFR (cetuximab) and IGF-1R antibodies (AMG479\*) and a combination of both antibodies in the orthotopic MiaPaCa-2 pancreatic cancer model in SCID mice. Weekly intraperitoneal treatment with XGFR\* or XGFR (20 mg/kg), equimolar EGFR or IGF-1R antibodies (10 mg/kg each) or vehicle control was started 10 d after orthotopic implantation of MiaPaCa-2 tumors. Pancreatic tumor weights and per cent of tumor bearing animals were determined on study day 31 after 3 weeks of treatment (n = 15). Note: Tumor growth could not be monitored during this time due to intra-pancreatic localization of the tumors. Table 6.Results from orthotopic pancreatic MiaPaCa-2 xenograft model.GroupCompoundnumber of animals with tumor/total animals% tumor-bearing animals1control15 /151002cetuximab15 /151003AMG479\*15 /151004AMG479\* + cetuximab15 /151005XGFR\*-wt13 /1586.76XGFR\*5 /1533.3

Discussion {#s0003}
==========

A wide range of preclinical and clinical data indicate an important role for IGF-1R and EGFR in the progression of cancer, and provide a strong rationale for the combined inhibition of IGF-1R and EGFR signaling.[@cit0001] Here, we describe the generation of the novel bispecific antibody XGFR\*, which was optimized for inhibition of IGF-1R- and EGFR-dependent signaling in cells with heterogeneous receptor expression and enhanced induction of antibody dependent immune effector functions by glycoengineering of the Fc region. XGFR\*is an improved molecule over the precursor antibody XGFR, which is based on the GA201 (EGFR) and R1507 (IGF-1R) parental antibodies.

We previously demonstrated that XGFR has potent anti-tumor efficacy in multiple mouse xenograft tumor models with a complete growth inhibition of AsPC1 human pancreatic tumors and improved survival of SCID beige mice carrying A549 human lung tumors compared to treatment with antibodies targeting either IGF-1R or EGFR alone.[@cit0057] Anti-tumor activity of XGFR was slightly improved in vitro and similar to the efficacy of combined parental R7202/GA201 antibody treatment in mouse xenograft models.[@cit0057] The combination of targeting both receptors in a single molecule was clearly more potent than dosing of an individual monospecific IGF-1R or EGFR antibody in vitro and vivo[@cit0057] XGFR was initially designed to effectively bind EGFR and IGF-1R simultaneously and inhibit downstream signaling in tumor cells with similar expression levels of both receptors. However, due to the fast off rate of R1507 in monovalent binding to IGF-1R, XGFR exhibits only weak binding to cells expressing IGF-1R in the absence of EGFR. Interestingly, monovalent binding of the GA201arm to EGFR was very efficient, with a slow dissociation rate in SPR analysis, and strong binding to cells expressing EGFR with low levels of IGF-1R expression was detectable. Hence, we performed an affinity maturation of the R1507 IGF-1R binding component by introduction of a W94Y mutation in the CDR3 domain and deletion of an aspartic acid residue in the CDR2 domain of the light chain resulting in the F13B5 scFab. The potent binding of XGFR\* to cells expressing either one or both of the targeted receptors was demonstrated. Taking the expression pattern in colorectal and pancreatic cancer cell lines observed in this study into account, the superior binding capacity of XGFR\* might be crucial to achieve the full efficacy in tumors with heterogeneous receptor expression.

Numerous approaches to generate EGFR/IGF-1R bispecific antibodies have been described before, but the antibody formats had flaws such as low production yields, inherent stability problems, lack of important anti-tumor effector mechanisms, e.g., ADCC, or inferior tumor cell proliferation inhibition compared to the parental antibodies.[@cit0006] Our main focus in the development of XGFR\* was the generation of a robust molecule that tolerates thermal and oxidative stress, and the scalability of production to generate large amounts of antibody material for clinical development. Due to the removal of the oxidation hotspot W94Y in the CDR3 domain of the F13B5 scFab, we could significantly improve the stability of the molecule. No loss of IGF-1R binding upon incubation for 10 d at 40°C under oxidative stress was observed, whereas XGFR lost approximately 50% IGF-1R binding activity under these conditions. In summary, XGFR\* combines an affinity matured, stabilized scFab with KiH heterodimerization of 2 distinct heavy chains to generate a novel bispecific antibody with excellent production yields of 2--3 g/L in CHO cells, thermal and oxidative stability, as well as a very clean side product profile after protein purification.

Treatment of cancer patients with targeted therapeutics often shows that inhibition of key signaling pathways can lead to an initial slow-down in tumor progression. However, a switch to alternative signaling pathways frequently occurs during treatment, resulting in drug resistance.[@cit0063] In order to achieve long-term treatment responses, it might be important to combine signaling inhibition with an immunotherapeutic activation of the host immune response against the tumor. A strategy to achieve activation of the host immune response against the tumor is the enhanced recruitment of immune effector cells by Fc-engineered therapeutic antibodies that exhibit Fc parts with high affinities for the Fc-receptors on host cells. As has been described previously, afucosylation of the Fc region can lead to enhanced ADCC by natural killer cells and activation of anti-tumor macrophages, which in turn may induce an adaptive immune response against the tumor.[@cit0064] In contrast to hematological tumors/leukemias, where the role of ADCC for the mechanism of action of CD20 antibodies is believed to be important and afucosylated antibodies such as the glycoengineered Type II CD20 antibody obinutuzumab[@cit0067] or the afucosylated CCR4 antibody mogamulizumab[@cit0068] have been approved, the role of ADCC in solid tumors such as pancreatic or colorectal cancer still needs to be established, but several glycoengineered/Fc-engineered RTK antibodies are currently in clinical trials. One may speculate that even if afucosylation of XGFR\* may have a limited effect at the primary tumor site, it may help to eliminate circulating tumor cells.

In this study, the afucosylated bispecific antibody XGFR\* showed potent ADCC activity in vitro, which was strongly enhanced over a non-glycoengineered analog. Another unique property of XGFR\* is the reduced receptor internalization upon binding to IGF-1R , which can contribute to prolonged exposure of the XGFR\* Fc on the cell surface of the tumor cell, which is crucial for recognition by Fc-receptor bearing immune cells and may lead to increased antibody-dependent immune effector functions in the clinical setting. In the orthotopic MiaPaCa-2 pancreatic xenograft model, the afucosylated bispecific antibody XGFR\* showed superior in vivo efficacy over a non-glycoengineered version, as well as the combination of cetuximab, the only approved ADCC-competent anti-EGFR antibody, and a re-synthesized version of AMG479, which was the most advanced anti-IGF-1R antibody at the time.

Pancreatic cancer is a highly aggressive malignancy and shows poor responses to currently available therapeutic agents, and new treatment options for pancreatic cancer are urgently needed. Recently, the IGF-1R-targeted antibody AMG479 in combination with gemcitabine was shown to improve survival of pancreatic tumor patients compared to gemcitabine mono therapy in a Phase 2 trial, but failed to show this effect in a Phase 3 study.[@cit0033] When combined with EGFR inhibition, pancreatic cancer could be an interesting target indication for XGFR\* therapy. The high frequency of IGF-1R and EGFR co-expression observed in human pancreatic cancer cell lines in our study further strengthens a combined treatment concept. In addition, our data indicate that a high percentage of pancreatic cancer cell lines (67%) are sensitive to IGF-1R/EGFR inhibition in a 3D cell viability screening assay, whereas only a small proportion of colorectal cancer cell lines (33%) responded.

In summary, we have demonstrated that XGFR\* is a novel bispecific antibody, combining potent IGF-1R and EGFR signaling blockade as well as enhanced induction of ADCC immune effector functions in cells with heterogeneous receptor expression levels. Based on our preclinical data showing EGFR and IGF-1R co-expression and responsiveness of pancreatic carcinoma lines to XGFR\* treatment as well as enhanced ADCC induction, XGFR\* may represent a promising clinical development candidate for the treatment of pancreatic carcinoma.

Materials and methods {#s0004}
=====================

Generation of antibodies {#s0004-0001}
------------------------

All antibody sequences were generated by gene syntheses and cloned by unique restriction sites into pUC expression vectors. Bispecific and control antibodies were expressed by transient transfection of human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells grown in suspension. Glycoengineered antibodies were produced by co-transfection of the cells with plasmids coding for the carbohydrate modifying enzymes β-1,4-N-acety[l]{.smallcaps}-glucosaminyltransferase III and Golgi α-mannosidase II. HEK293 cell culture supernatants were harvested 7 d after transfection and purified in 2 steps by affinity chromatography using Protein A-Sepharose^™^ (GE Healthcare) and Superdex 200 size exclusion or hydroxyapatite chromatography. Fractions containing purified bispecific antibodies with less than 5% high molecular weight aggregates were pooled and stored in 6.0 mg/ml aliquots at −80°C. Cetuximab (Erbitux®) was purchased from a local pharmacy. AMG479 (ganitumab) was cloned and produced based on published sequences, and denoted as AMG479\*.

Biochemical and biophysical analysis of purified recombinant proteins {#s0004-0002}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The protein concentration of purified protein samples was determined by optical density (OD) measurement at 280 nm, using the molar extinction coefficient calculated on the basis of the amino acid sequence. Purity, antibody integrity and molecular weight of bispecific and control antibodies were analyzed by CE-SDS using microfluidic Labchip technology (Caliper Life Science, USA) and SDS PAGE (Invitrogen). Aggregation of bispecific antibody samples was analyzed by high-performance size exclusion chromatography using a Superdex 200 analytical size-exclusion column (GE Healthcare) in 200 mM KH~2~PO~4~, 250 mM KCl, pH 7.0 at 25°C. The integrity of the amino acid backbone and the molecular weight of reduced bispecific antibody light and heavy chains was verified by Electrospray Q-TOF mass spectrometry after removal of N-glycans by enzymatic treatment with Peptide-N-Glycosidase F (Roche).

Oligosaccharide analysis {#s0004-0003}
------------------------

Oligosaccharides were enzymatically released from the antibodies by Peptide-N-Glycosidase F (Roche). A fraction of the PNGase F-treated sample was subsequently digested with Endoglycosidase H (Roche). The released oligosaccharides were incubated in 150 mM acetic acid prior to purification through a cation exchange resin and analyzed using an Autoflex MALDI/TOF (Bruker Daltonics, Switzerland) in positive ion mode.

Affinity maturation of anti-IGF-1R antibody R1507 {#s0004-0004}
-------------------------------------------------

Affinity maturation libraries were constructed on the basis of the Fab-fragment of R1507, which was cloned into a phagemid vector enabling subsequent phage display selections. Two sub-libraries were constructed with randomized positions in CDR1 and CDR2 of the variable light or variable heavy chain, respectively. The religated phagemids containing the randomized Fab libraries were used for 60 transformations per sublibrary into electrocompetent *E. coli* TG1 cells. Phagemid particles displaying the Fab libraries were rescued and purified by PEG/NaCl precipitation to be used for selections. Selections against the extracellular domains of human and/or cynomolgus IGF-1R were carried out in subsequent rounds of bio-panning using R1507 VL and VH library phages. Selection outputs from bio-panning were screened by SPR using ProteOn XPR36 (BioRad) to identify clones with superior kinetic rate constants and affinities compared to parental R1507.

Surface plasmon resonance {#s0004-0005}
-------------------------

SPR experiments were performed using a Biacore T200 instrument with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)/0.05% Tween20 (v/v). Standard amine coupling to ECD/NHS activated chip surfaces was performed as recommended by the provider (GE Healthcare). Antibodies were captured via anti-human IgG-Fc antibody. A CM5 chip was used for detection of EGFR binding with a ligand density of capture molecule of ˜1000 RU and capture levels ˜40--46 RU of the tested antibodies. A C1-Chip with low ligand density (˜200 RU, capture levels of antibody ˜6--10 RU) was used to achieve monovalent binding of the IGF1R dimer. Five increasing concentrations of the receptors were injected at a flow rate of 50 µL/min for 180 seconds association time and a dissociation time of 1200 s for EGFR and 1600 s for IGF-1R at 37°C. Final regeneration was performed after each cycle using 10 mM glycine pH 1.75, contact time 60 secs and a flow rate of 50 µL/min. Kinetic constants were evaluated by fitting the association and dissociation phase of the analyzed interaction with a Langmuir 1:1 binding model (RI = 0) using usual double referencing (FC1 reference surface with capture molecule and c = 0 nM) by Biacore evaluation Software.

Cell lines {#s0004-0006}
----------

Human lung carcinoma, Ewing\'s sarcoma, pancreatic and colon carcinoma cell lines A549, TC-71, RD-ES, PK-45P, Capan-1, MiaPaCa-2, AsPC-1, Hs766T, Panc-1, LS180, HT-29, CX-1, LS174T, DLD-1, SW48, SW-480, Lovo, HCT116, Colo205, SW-620 and KM-12 were obtained from ATCC. PancTu-1 was provided by F. Alves and H. Kalthoff, SUIT-2 by Chugai, Japan and GEO-BT by M. Brattain, USA. Cells were routinely cultured in ATCC recommended medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM [L]{.smallcaps}-glutamine at 37°C and 5% CO~2~.

Quantification of receptor levels at the cell surface by FACS analysis {#s0004-0007}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Human tumor cells were seeded into poly Hema-coated 6-well tissue culture plates to prevent adhesion of cells to the plastic surface for 3D-cultures. Coating was performed using 4% poly-HEMA (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) in EtOH and subsequently drying for at least 5 d at 37°C. After 4 hours of cell seeding, Matrigel (BD) was added and spheroids were collected 24h later, washed and trypsinized to generate single cell suspensions. Subsequently, cells were washed twice with ice-cold medium and stained with 10 µg/ml of PE-conjugated EGFR- or IGF-1R-targeted antibodies (BD) or matching isotype controls (BD). Acquisition of data was performed using FACS Canto II and analyzed by FlowJo software. The number of antibodies bound per cell was determined using a Phycoerythrin Fluorescence Quantification Kit (BD) and receptors density per cell was calculated.

Competitive FACS binding assay {#s0004-0008}
------------------------------

Tumor cells were diluted in ice-cold PBS supplemented with 2% fetal calf serum (Gibco) and added to a mixture of PE-labeled monospecific anti-IGF-1R antibody R1507 (final 1 μg/ml) and varying concentrations of unlabeled IGF-1R/EGFR-targeted bispecific antibodies, unlabeled monospecific antibodies or Fab fragments in 96-well microtiter plates (final titration range of 100 to 0.002 μg/ml). After 45 minutes, cells were fixed in the presence of 7-AAD (BD) and fluorescent signal was analyzed by FACS Canto Analyzer (BD Dickinson). Finally, IC50 values were calculated using ExcelFit software.

IGF-1R/EGFR phosphorylation assay {#s0004-0009}
---------------------------------

Tumor cells (3 × 10^4^) were seeded in 96-well plates and starved in serum-free medium (1 mg/ml RSA, 10 mM HEPES, 1% Pen/Strep) for 2 hours. To assess phosphorylation, cells were first incubated with either bispecific or control antibodies for 30 min, followed by addition of 5nM IGF-1 (PreProtech) or 10nM EGF (PreProtech) for 10 min and final lysis in 100 µl/well lysis buffer (Cell Lysis Kit, BioRad). Samples were analyzed for EGFR or IGF-1R phosphorylation using the P-EGFR (Tyr) bead kit (Millipore) or P-IGF-1R (Tyr1131) bead kit (BioRad) combined with a phosphoprotein detection reagent (BioRad) by the Luminex detection system.

3D cell viability assay {#s0004-0010}
-----------------------

Tumor cells (density dependent on individual growth kinetics) were seeded in 96-well poly-HEMA coated plates together with increasing concentrations of bispecific or control antibodies and incubated for 7 d. Cell viability was determined using CellTiterGlo® (Promega) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions.

IGF-1R levels in cell lysates {#s0004-0011}
-----------------------------

Tumor cells were cultivated in the presence of 50 nM concentrations of bispecific or control antibodies in standard culture medium for 24 hours at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells were then lysed with ice-cold cell signaling lysis buffer (Millipore) supplemented with protease inhibitors (Roche). Plates were stored at −20°C until further analysis. IGF-1R levels were detected using an IGF-1R sandwich ELISA using a biotinylated \<IGF-1R\>hu-1a-IgG (Roche) capture antibody and an \<IGF-1Rβ\> rabbit (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) detection antibody.

Antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity {#s0004-0012}
---------------------------------------------

TC-71 Ewing Sarcoma target cells were collected, washed and resuspended in AIM V® medium (Life Technologies) in round-bottom 96-well plates (30 000 cells/well). The respective amounts of antibody were added and incubated for 10 minutes before addition of human PBMC as effector cells at an effector to target ratio E:T of 25:1. Plates were incubated for 4 hours at 37°C, 5% CO2. Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release was measured using the LDH Cytotoxicity Detection Kit (Roche Applied Science). The percentage of ADCC was calculated using the following formula:$$\frac{\text{Sample\ release\ –\ spontaneous\ release}}{\text{Maximal\ release\ –\ spontaneous\ release}} \times 100$$

Spontaneous release, corresponding to target cells incubated with effector cells without antibody, was defined as 0% cytotoxicity. Maximal release corresponding to target cells lysed with 1% Triton X-100 was defined as 100% cytotoxicity. The average percentage of ADCC and standard deviations of triplicates for each experiment were calculated.

For H460M2 NSCLC, xCelligence system (Roche Applied Science) was used to determine ADCC with comparable conditions as in the LDH release assay. ADCC was determined after 3 hrs and calculated as follows:$$\frac{\text{Normalized\ cell\ index}\left( \text{NCI} \right)\text{Spontaneous\ release\ −\ NCI\ sample}}{\text{NCI\ spontaneous\ release}} \times 100$$

Immunohistochemistry analyses of IGF-1R and EGFR expression {#s0004-0013}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Immuno-histological staining procedures for IGF-1R and EGFR were applied using formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded pancreatic carcinoma specimens. For IGF-1R, a primary rabbit monoclonal antibody (CONFIRM IGF-1R, clone G11, Ventana, cat \# 790--4346) was applied on Ventana Benchmark autostainer. Antigen retrieval was done with CC1. Primary antibody provided in a RTU-dispenser at a concentration on 1.7 µg/ml was incubated for 16 min at 37°C. Ultra View universal HRP Multimer (Ventana) was used for detection. For EGFR, a mouse monoclonal antibody (clone 3C6, Ventana cat. \#790--2988) was applied on the Ventana Benchmark. Antigen retrieval was done with Protease 1. Primary antibody provided in a RTU-dispenser at a concentration on 1 µg/ml was incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. After A/B block, iView DAB Detection Kit (Ventana) was used for detection. Parameters were semi-quantitatively assessed for: 1) staining intensity of IGF-1R or EGFR expression as negative, weak (+), moderate (++) or strong (+++) staining; 2) the % of IGF-1R or EGFR positive tumor cells; 3) localization (staining pattern) of IGF-1R or EGFR in the tumor cells (membrane, cytoplasm, completeness of membrane staining); and 4) co-localization of the EGFR and IGF-1R in % of tumor cells positive for both markers.

In vivo studies {#s0004-0014}
---------------

For assessment of anti-tumor efficacy in the orthotopic MiaPaCa-2 human pancreatic cancer model 1×10^6^ MiaPaCa2 cells were injected into the duodenal lobe of the pancreas of female SCID mice (Charles River). Treatment with bispecific antibodies, control antibodies or vehicle (1x per week, intraperitoneal administration) at indicated doses started 10 d after tumor implantation when a solid tumor was established in the pancreatic tissue. Animals were sacrificed after 3 weeks of treatment and pancreatic tumors were excised and weighed. Tumor growth inhibition was calculated as the ratio treated versus control tumor weight.
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